
Project Description
Omega Strain is a mobile game based 
around superheroes. The game 
focuses on a mysterious virus called 
the Omega Strain that is released on 
the citizens of New York City. The 
Omega Strain gives people unique 
superpowers and the players can 
customize which ones they want.  
Players can also customize the profile, 
look and appearance of their character. 
You can also create a home base 
where you can access new missions 
from. The game has an immersive and 
detailed story that players can choose 
to play through on their own or online 
with other players. Omega Strain 
provides not only fun gameplay but 
also an immersive story and complete 
freedom.  

Omega Strain
by Mike Lecolant

User: Omega Strain is a game for 
anyone that wants a fun game with an 
immersive storyline. It is also for 
anyone that enjoys customization and 
choice in games to make the 
experience more unique to the player. 
Omega Strain blends the exciting world 
of comic book superheros with video 
games. 

Image Attributions
“Marvel Heroes” by Jose Maria Minarro Vivanco is licensed CC by 2.0 
“Superheroes” by lettawren is licensed by CC by 2.0
“Dragon*Con 2013: JLA Vs. Avengers Shoot” by Pat Loika 
licensed by CC by 2.0 
“marvel-batalla-de-superheroes” by Diego Gomez licensed by CC 
by 2.0
“Cable- The Saviour” by Avrajyoti Mitra licensed by CC by 2.0
“Apocalypse- I Decide Who Survives” by Avrajyoti Mitra licensed 
by CC by 2.0

Image Attributions
“Dungeon Hunter on the IPhone” by Richard Barrett-Small licensed 
by CC by 2.0
“Mass Effect: Promethean Homeworld” by Ryan Somma licensed by 
CC by 2.0
“Free Xbox Games Revealed by Microsoft” by BagoGames licensed 
by CC by 2.0
“Witcher 3: Wild Hunt Drops Gameplay Glimpse” by BagoGames 
licensed by CC by 2.0

Context: Most mobile games do not provide much 
player customization or an immersive story. This game 
allows players to choose how they want their story to 
play out while also giving them the freedom to make 
their character the way that they want. 

Motivation: The main motivation for this game is to 
create a mobile game that allows players to have 
complete freedom over their playing experience. The 
Mass Effect game series allows players to make their 
own decisions in regard to character customization and 
storyline so I wanted to create a mobile game that was 
similar. This game will allow comic fans to create their 
own superheroes and control their own destiny. 

Solution:  Anyone that wants a fun and story driven 
RPG can download Omega Strain straight to their 
mobile device. This game is available to anyone and 
players can now enjoy the experience of games like 
Mass Effect and Dragon Age in a new and entertaining 
game. 

Outcome: Omega Strain will provide fans of 
detailed story driven RPGs to experience that on 
a mobile game. Most games like that are 
reserved for consoles like the PS4 and Xbox but 
with Omega Strain people can have that 
experience on their phone. 
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